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Abstract—The concern stems from the public health and 

food safety aspects of animal health, but also from the 

economic costs that animal disease outbreaks can trigger. 

Very recently it has been proposed a method ([4]) devoted 

to discover the farms that may have been infected by an 

outbreak of a highly infectious disease of livestock 

subjected to long trips with intermediary stops. Having a 

reliable list of farms that may be infected is relevant to 

feed existing farms culling strategies (e.g., [1]). The 

present paper reports on an effective way to implement 

the method introduced in [4] based on an emerging 

software technology.  

 

Index Terms—livestock movements, moving points 

databases, SQL, animal health, prevention  

 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

A primary concern of national and international 

institutions for animal health (the World Organization 

for Animal Health is probably the most known 

institution among the many - http://www.oie.int/en/), is 

to keep the animal health under control to prevent 

epidemics of infectious diseases at geographic scale 

whose negative effects are the need of culling entire 

livestock farming, with massive economic costs to the 

farmers, as well as the risk that the disease transmits to 

the human beings, too (zoonosis). 

The issue of controlling the diffusion of highly 

infectious livestock epidemics is relevant and topical 

also from the scientific community, as witnessed by the 

continuous flow of papers that are published. One of 

the most recent and important contribution among the 

many is [1], where the authors propose a method of 

epidemic investigation (called risk based culling) that 

represents an evolution of the so far mostly adopted 

ring culling. 

An input data of the risk based culling strategy is the 

list of infected farms. Unfortunately, in the cases where 

the animal batches moved in time periods close to the 

detection of the disease, with intermediary stops in the 

so-called “parking areas” (a scenario made frequent by 

the globe scale livestock market), it is utopian to 

pretend to know all the farms which are infected and, 

consequently, to think of being able to know exactly 

the geographical areas affected by the outbreaks of the 

contagion. This state of affairs reduces tremendously 

the output reliability of any potential software tool 

based on [1], simply because the correctness of its 

prediction is subordinated to the degree of adherence to 

the reality of its input data.  

Ref. [4] proposes a method helpful, downstream of 

the outbreak of cases of livestock disease, to set up a 

list of farms that could have been infected by sick head 

of cattle which moved in a period of time “close to” 

that when the alarm of a sanitary hazard was issued. 

The method is made up of an algorithm (CHECK) and 

a database (about farm, livestock, health checks, trips, 

and parking areas). Our paper is a continuation and, to 

a large extent, the completion of the research described 

in [4]. In a nutshell, aim of the present paper is to give 

substance to the claim that to manage software 

applications about the control of the diffusion of the 

animal diseases more easily, effectively and efficiently 

than the case where a DataBase Management System 

of the current generation is adopted, it is necessary 

making recourse to the body of knowledge about 

moving objects databases, [7]. 

The paper is structured as follows. Sec. II reports a 

minimum nucleus of information, taken from [4], 

necessary to comprehend our contribution. In detail, we 

sketch out the application context our study refers to 

and mention the causes that could trigger livestock 

contagion within the parking areas. Then, it is recalled 

the algorithm CHECK suitable to detect potentially 

infected batch of animals and, hence, the (potentially) 

infected farms. The structure of a relational database 

suitable to model the reference application context ends 

the section. Sec. III and Sec. IV concern, in sequence, 

what in [4] was left as “Further work”, that is: a) the 

loading of the designed database with an example 

dataset; and b) the implementation of the algorithm 

CHECK in terms of SQL queries. As DBMS we use 

SECONDO [8]. Sec. V ends the paper.  

II.  THE APPLICATION CONTEXT.  ITS 

MODELLING 
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A. Terminology 

Hereafter, we use the following terminology mainly 

inspired by regulations in force within the EU:   

– meeting point: either the livestock aggregation 

place during a cattle fair or the terminal where it 

takes place the loading (unloading) of live animals 

from a transportation means (truck, ship, and so 

on). 

– Control post: a place devoted to the animal 

nutrition and rest during long trips. 

– Farm: the place where animals grow up. 

– Parking area: either a meeting point, a control post, 

or a farm. 

– Batch: a certain number of animals of the same 

species that move together and that, together, rest in 

the same parking area.  

– Sick batch: a batch of animals where at least one 

head of cattle has been found sick after a veterinary 

visit. We call potentially infected batch one 

containing some head of cattle that might have got 

the disease from a sick batch. 

– Infected farm: the farm to which a sick batch 

belongs. We call potentially infected farm one 

where there is at least a potentially infected batch. 
Ref. [6] reports of 157 approved control posts within 

12 countries at the beginning of 2010. About meeting 

points and farms it is not easy to get exact numbers, 

however they can be estimated of the order of 

thousands. 

Parking areas may be conceptualized as structures 

either fixed (as in the case of farms) or semi-mobile (as 

in the case of meeting points) composed of a certain 

number of pens (Fig. 1). 

 
Figure 1. The organization of a parking area made up of 5 pens. 

B. Causes Triggering the Contagion.  Types of 

Contagion  

Ref. [6] reports that about 365 million farm animals 

per year are transported within Europe and a large part 

of them pass through parking areas where they are 

unloaded and loaded many times before reaching the 

final destination. The long stops, inside those areas, of 

the livestock contribute considerably to the diffusion of 

the epidemics in a short time interval and over large 

geographical areas. 

The causes that could spark off the disease are to be 

re-conducted to either the “co-presence” in the same 

parking area of healthy livestock batches and sick ones, 

or to their “temporal contiguity” (that is when a healthy 

batch enters a parking area that previously had hosted a 

sick batch and where, therefore, could have been left 

few pathogen agents in the environment.). Such two 

“dimensions” set up the necessary condition because 

the transmission of the disease among the livestock can 

take place. Accordingly, two types of contagion have 

to be taken into account in such an application context: 

one due to the co-presence (hereafter called contagion 

by co-presence) and the other due to the temporal 

contiguity (hereafter called contagion by temporal 

contiguity). [4] discusses in some depth both types of 

contagion. 

C.  An Investigation Algorithm 

Ref. [4] proposes an algorithm (CHECK) that, 

downstream of the identification of an infected batch, 

traces back to all the potentially infected batches of 

animals, then it recognizes all the farms that are to be 

considered either infected or potentially so. This latter 

step is fundamental because its output allows to feed 

the existing methods for the analysis of the diffusion of 

the disease among farms such as, for instance, the 

already mentioned risk based culling method. The 

CHECK algorithm follows. 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Algorithm CHECK 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Input: data about the farms, the animal batches, the 

veterinary visits, the animal trips over the territory, 

and the involved parking areas.  

Output: the (potentially) infected farms 

Method: 

Let <SickBatch, VisitTimestamp, LastVisit 
Farm> be, respectively, the identifier of the sick batch, 

the time stamp when the disease was diagnosed, and 

the farm where the visit took place. 

1. Starting from LastVisitFarm and travelling back 

in time: 

– reconstruct the movements of the sick batch 

until the farm where it was previously visited 
(PreviousVisitFarm) resulting in healthy is 

reached. Both the PreviousVisitFarm and 

the LastVisitFarm are assumed to be 

infected.  

 Let {PreviousVisitFarm, PA1, PA2, …, PAk, 
LastVisitFarm} be the result of this 

investigation step, where PAi (with 

i=1,2,3,…,k) denotes the generic parking area 

that had put the sick batch up.  
– For each PAi, compute the duration of the stop 

of the SickBatch in it and the departure time 

from it 
2. for each PAi, the issue is to identify the animal 

batches that might have been infected by the 
SickBatch; 

3. for each those batches, identify (when possible) the 

farms they belong to, these latter to be classified as 

potentially infected too. 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Notice that when the CHECK algorithm is started, 

not necessarily it happens that all the batches returned 

by Step “2.” have reached the destination farm. Some 

of them, in fact, could be still (away) on the trip 

towards the final destination. This is the meaning of the 

words “when possible”. For each animal batch 

potentially infected by a SickBatch that falls in such 
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a situation, Step “3.” returns the last parking area 

occupied by the livestock. 

 

D.  A SECONDO database 

Di Felice and Falcone ([4]) complete their proposal 

by designing a SECONDO relational database about 

farm, livestock, health checks, trips, and different types 

of parking areas as an essential step towards an 

effective and efficient implementation of the CHECK 

algorithm. Their database is composed of the following 

five tables: 

animalBatch (BatchId: string, 

Species: string, HeadNumber: int); 

parkingArea (PAID: string, Name: 

string, City: string, Type: 

string, FarmerId: string, 

Position: point, Layout: region);  

farmer (FarmerId: string,  

Name: string); 

visit (BatchId: string, VisitDate: 

instant, Result: string, 

Diagnosis: string, PAID: string); 

trip (BatchId: string, TripData: 

mpoint, From: string, To: string); 

 

The APPENDIX collects the SECONDO SQL-like 

definition of those tables.  

 

 
Figure 2. The map of the parking areas of the example dataset   

 

This database models the movement of an animal 

batch (from a parking area to another one) as an atomic 

value of the attribute TripData of type mpoint, [7]. 

The organization of the database in terms of moving 

points (briefly m-points) acknowledges the recent 

recommendations of the EU ([2] Annex I, Chp.VI, 

Point 4 – Navigation System) which hope a prompt 

activation of a fully electronic procedure about the 

traceability of the movements of live animals (see, for 

instance, the “Identification and Tracing” section of the 

Animal Health Strategy of the European Union - 2007-

2013, [5]).  

III.  AN EXAMPLE DATASET 

We have loaded the database of Sec. IID with an 

example dataset small but still sufficiently 

comprehensive to cover the cases of contagion between 

lots of cattle recalled in Sec IIB. The dataset consists of 

20 animal batches and 20 parking areas (located in the 

centre of Italy – Fig. 2) broken down as follows: 11 

farms (the violet triangles), 5 control posts (the blue 

circles) and 4 meeting points (the green squares).  

The APPENDIX collects a summary of the SQL-

like scripts about the loading of the tuples into the 

SECONDO database. 

The map shown in Fig. 2 is the combined output of 

the processing of the following three queries: 

SELECT *  

FROM parkingArea  

WHERE type = "Meeting point" 

SELECT *  

FROM parkingArea  

WHERE type = "Control post" 

SELECT *  

FROM parkingArea  

WHERE type = "Farm" 
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by defining for each query a different visualization 

display of the spatial objects (i.e., of each geometric 
attribute of the relation parkingArea). 

 

 
Figure 3. The graph of the movements of the animal batches being part of the example dataset 

The database contains also the data of 37 

trajectories corresponding to as many trips of the 

batches between pairs of parking areas. The 

movements of the animals have been generated by a 

Java program which receives as input the parking area 

of departure and arrival, the date and start time of the 

trip and returns a text file that describes the journey. 

These movements are conceptualized by the graph of 

Fig. 3, where each node is labeled with the code of a 

parking area (namely, a string ranging from AS01 to 

AS20), while the arcs are labeled with the code of the 

batch that moved between the extreme nodes. As we 

can see, different batches have gone through the same 

intermediate parking areas before reaching the final 

destination, a circumstance very common in the reality. 

The (red) arcs labeled L03 in Fig. 3 refer to the 

animal batch L03 that, as the result of a transaction, 

moved from farm AS14 to farm AS07. Before 

departure, the livestock was subjected to a veterinary 

check at the farm of origin (AS14) with negative 

outcome. Reached the destination (AS07), on 

11/07/2011 the batch was visited again by resulting 

sick (see Sec. IIA for the definition of “sick batch”) of 

a disease highly infectious. By construction, L03 is the 

only one sick batch in our small example dataset. 

Going through the steps of the algorithm CHECK 

for the example dataset, and taking into account the 

arrival and departure time of the livestock from the 

parking areas, we get the situation depicted in Fig. 4 

and summarized in Table 1. 

IV.  IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ALGORITHM 

CHECK 

This section reports on the implementation of the 

algorithm CHECK. The solution is valid independently 

of the number of sick batches. CHECK has been 

realized in terms of eight “basic” queries. Table 2 

shows the correspondence that exists between them and 

the steps of the algorithm. It is trivial to reduce the 

number of queries simply by "merging" the basic 

queries of the same level at the expense, however, of a 

greater difficulty of understanding the resulting 

queries. 

In the following, the term query is overloaded in the 

sense that it denotes both what we want to compute and 

the SQL formulation to reach the goal. 

The syntax of the eight queries most adhere to 

standard SQL. The few variations will be explained as 

we met them. 
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Figure 4. The portion of the graph of Fig. 3 that plays an active role in discovering (potentially) infected farms. The rectangles contain the time stamp 

of arrival and departure of the livestock from the parking area. “yyyy-mm-dd, hh:mm:ss” is the date-time format used. For example, L03 entered 

AS12 on 2011-07-10 at 10:13:21 and left it on 2011-07-10 at 14:20:08. 

 
Table 1. CHECK outcome with respect to the example dataset. To verify the table content correctness, please refer to the time stamp values 

shown in Fig. 4. 

Sick batches L03 

Potentially infected batches  

 BatchID Place of contact 

 L01 AS05 (farm) 

 L04 AS05 (control post) 

 L05 AS07 (farm) 

 L06 AS14 (farm) 

 L18 AS12 (control post) 

Infected farms AS14, AS07  (because of the presence of L03) 

Potentially infected farms  

 Farm  Infecting batch 

 AS04 L04 

 AS08 L05 
 AS16 L01 
 AS19 L18 
 AS20 L06 

 
Table 2. Correspondence between CHECK and the basic queries 

Steps of CHECK Queries that implement the step 

1 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

2 6, 7 

3 8 

  
A. Implementation of Step 1 

Preliminarily we determine the periods spent by the 

animal batches in the parking areas (Query 1, 2 and 3). 

Those data are extracted from the trajectories and 

stored into a working table (break). Three cases are 

possible (Fig. 5), each implemented as an independent 

query, according to the “role” played by the parking 

area inside the whole history of the movements of each 

animal batch present in the database. Let us denote 

with bid* and paid*, respectively, the identifier of a 

generic animal batch and that of a generic parking area. 

The three roles played by paid* are the following: 

– a crossing parking area for bid* (Case “a” of Fig. 

5). In the database exists at least a trajectory done 

by bid* that reaches paid*, stops in it, and then 

leaves from it. 

– The last known destination of bid* (Case “b”). In 

the database exists a trajectory done by bid* that 

reaches paid*, but none comes out. 
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– The origin parking area for bid* (Case “c”). In the 

database exists a trajectory done by bid* that comes 

out from paid*, but none enters it. Think, for 

example, to paid* as the farm of birth of bid*. 
 

 
 

Figure 5. The roles played by a parking area in the history of 

movements of an animal batch 

 

# Query 1: Rest periods of the batches inside crossing 

parking areas 

let break = 

SELECT [entry:BatchId AS BatchNumber,  

entry:To AS ParkingAreas, 

inst (final (entry:TripData))   

AS StartStaging, 

inst (initial (exit:TripData))  

AS EndStaging] 

FROM  [trip AS entry, trip AS exit] 

WHERE [entry:BatchId = exit:BatchId,  

entry:To = exit:From] 

 

The (SECONDO) let command builds the table 

break, which stores the query result. entry:BatchId 
replaces the entry.BatchId standard notation.  

The beginning instant of the rest in a parking area 

coincides with the last instant of the incoming 

trajectory in such an area, while the end of the rest is 

the initial instant of the trajectory of output from the 

same area. “inst(final(entry: tripData))” and 

“inst(initial(exit: tripData))” return, 

respectively, those time stamps (entry and exit are 

two aliases of the trip table). 

 

# Query 2: Rest periods of the batches inside the 

parking area of their last known destination  

INSERT into break 

SELECT [entry:BatchId AS BatchNumber,  

entry:To AS ParkingAreas, 

inst (final (entry:TripData))  

AS StartStaging,  

now AS EndStaging] 

FROM  [trip AS entry] 

WHERE [entry:to NOT IN 

(SELECT t:From  

FROM   [trip AS t] 

WHERE  entry:BatchId =  

t:BatchId )] 
 

The stay period in the “last known destination” 

returned by Query 2 ranges from the time of the last 

timestamp of the input trajectory in the parking area 

and the time of execution of query itself (in 

SECONDO, the date and current time are returned by 

the operator now). 

# Query 3: Stay periods of the batches inside their 

origin parking area 

INSERT into break 

SELECT [exit:BatchId AS BatchNumber,  

exit:From AS ParkingAreas, 

inst (initial(exit:TripData )) –  

[const, duration, value,  

[90,0]] AS StartStaging, 

inst (initial(exit:TripData ))  

AS EndStaging] 

FROM  [trip AS exit] 

WHERE [exit:From NOT IN 

(SELECT t:To  

FROM   [trip AS t] 

WHERE  exit:BatchId =  

t:BatchId )] 

 

The parameter “[const, duration, value, 

[90,0]]” sets the temporal extension of the stay 

period (90 days) in an “origin parking area” returned 

by Query 3. Such a value can be modified according to 

the needs. 
 

# Query 4: Migration of the break’s content into table 

stops and addition, to this latter, of attribute 

rangeTime that stores the stay time interval  

let stops = break feed 

extend[rangeTime: theRange  

(.StartStaging,  

.EndStaging, true, true)]  

sortby[BatchNumber, StartStaging]  

consume; 
 

The feed operator reads relation break from disk 

and puts its tuples into a stream; while the extend 

operator adds the attribute rangeTime to the query 

result; lastly, the consume operation collects a tuple 

stream into a persistent relation. .StartStaging 

stands for break.StartStaging.  

Fig. 6 shows a portion of the instance of the relation 

stops computed with respect to the example dataset of 

Sec. III. 

 

# Query 5: Infected farms 

SELECT [t:BatchId AS SickBatches,  

site:PAID AS InfectedFarms] 

FROM   [ParkingArea AS site,  

trip AS t, visit AS v ] 

WHERE  [v:result ="Sick",  

t:BatchId = v:BatchId, 

t:TripData passes site:Layout, 

site:Type ="Farm"] 

 

Query 5  analyzes the trips of each sick batch, to 

assess whether they crossed the area that borders some 

of the farms in the database (predicate: “t:TripData 

passes site:Layout”). Fig. 7 shows the output of 

Query 5. The result coincides with the expectation (see 

Table 1).  
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Figure 6. Stay intervals of the animal batches inside the parking areas (i.e., meeting points, control posts, and farms). Giving a glance at the rows of 
the table, it is possible to have a confirmation, for instance, of the trips of the batch L03 together with the relative time stamps, previously seen in 

Fig.4. 
 

B. Implementation of Step 2 (Search potentially 

infected batches) 

Query 6 uses the data in the stops table to 

determine the batches potentially infected by the co-

presence with batches found sick. 

 

# Query 6: Potentially infected batches by co-presence 

SELECT [stay1:BatchNumber AS  

SickAnimalBatches, 

stay2:BatchNumber AS  

PotentiallyInfectedBatches, 

stay2:ParkingAreas AS  

SitesOfInfection] 

FROM  [stops AS stay1, stops AS stay2,  

visit AS v] 

WHERE [tay1:BatchNumber #  

stay2:BatchNumber, 

stay1:ParkingAreas =  

stay2:ParkingAreas, 

stay1:rangeTime intersects  

stay2:rangeTime, 

stay1:BatchNumber = v:BatchId,  

v:result = "Sick"] 

ORDERBY [SickAnimalBatches,  

SitesOfInfection, 

PotentiallyInfectedBatches] 
 

The tables listed in Query 6 are stops and visit 

The predicate “stay1:BatchNumber = 

v:BatchId, v:result=”Sick”” identify all the sick 

batches in the database. Then, are selected all the 

animal batches who have made stops in the same 

parking area (predicate: “stay1:ParkingAreas = 

stay2:ParkingAreas”) by ignoring the tuples that 

refer to the same batch (predicate: 

“stay1:BatchNumber # stay2:BatchNumber”). 

Lastly, the function intersects verifies the temporal 

overlapping of their periods of stay. The SELECT 

clause lists the columns to be displayed, namely: the ID 

of the sick batch, the infected batches, the parking area 

where the infection could be occurred, the range of co-

presence. 

The formulation of Query 6 is valid regardless of 

the number of sick batches in the database. This thanks 

to the condition “v:result = "Sick"” which takes 

into account all the sick batches. In the example dataset 

there is only one sick batch (L03). 

With a similar procedure, it is possible to determine 

the batches infected by temporal contiguity and the 

places where such a contamination may have occurred  

(Query 7). 

 

 

 
Figure 7. The farms infected by the batch L03 
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Figure 8. Batches potentially infected by batch L03 either by co-presence or temporal contiguity 

 

# Query 7: Potentially infected batches by temporal 

contiguity 

SELECT [stay1:BatchNumber AS  

SickAnimalBatches,  

stay2:BatchNumber AS  

PotentiallyInfectedBatches, 

stay2:ParkingAreas AS  

SitesOfInfection] 

FROM  [stops AS stay1, stops AS stay2,  

visit AS v] 

WHERE [stay1:BatchNumber #  

stay2:BatchNumber,  

stay1:ParkingAreas =  

stay2:ParkingAreas,  

stay1:BatchNumber = v:BatchId,  

v:result ="Sick",  

stay2:StartStaging >  

stay1:EndStaging,  

stay2:StartStaging <  

stay1:EndStaging +  

[const, duration, value, [2,0]]] 

 

Because it exists temporal contiguity, the beginning 

of the rest of a batch must start after the end of the stay 

of the sick one (predicate: “stay2:StartStaging > 

stay1:End Staging”). In Query 7, the parameter 

“[const, duration, value, [2,0]]” sets the 

“temporal distance” between these two events in two 

days. The value of such a parameter have to be 

changed according to the characteristics of the 

epidemic at hand. 

Query 6 and Query 7 can be merged in a single 

query by using the or operator in the WHERE clause. 

The combined effect of these two queries is shown in 

Fig. 8. 

C. Implementation of Step 3 (Search potentially 

infected farms) 

Query 8 returns the potentially infected farms, that 

is the farms which host at least one of the batches 

potentially infected (either by co-presence or temporal 

contiguity) by the sick batches inside some of the 

parking areas. The screen of Fig. 9 shows the result. 
 

#Query 8: Potentially infected farms 

SELECT [stay1:BatchNumber AS  

SickBatches, 

stay2:BatchNumber AS  

PotentiallyInfectedBatches, 

lastTrip:to AS  

PotentiallyInfectedFarms] 

FROM  [stops AS stay1, stops AS stay2,  

trip AS lastTrip, visit AS v ] 

WHERE [stay1:BatchNumber #  

stay2:BatchNumber, 

stay1:ParkingAreas =  

stay2:ParkingAreas, 

stay1:BatchNumber = v:BatchId, 

v:result ="Sick”, 

(stay1:rangeTime intersects  

stay2:rangeTime )  

or 

(stay2:StartStaging <  

stay1:EndStaging + 

[const, duration, value, [2,0]] 

and  

stay2:StartStaging >  

stay1:EndStaging ), 

lastTrip:BatchId =  

stay2:BatchNumber, 

lastTrip:to  

NOT IN 

(SELECT [journey:From] 

FROM  [trip AS journey] 

WHERE [stay2:BatchNumber =  

journey:BatchId ])] 

ORDERBY[SickBatches,  

PotentiallyInfectedFarms] 

 

Fig. 10 summarizes the outcome of the analysis 

(output of Query 5 and Query 8) on a geographic map, 

that is the infected farms (red crosses) and those 

potentially infected (triangles with an embedded 

exclamation mark). 

V.  CONCLUSIONS  

The paper reports about the implementation of a 

method (the algorithm CHECK) that takes advantage 

of the data collected in a “quasi real-time” database 

about the trips of the livestock from a parking area to 

another one and the sanitary controls of the livestock 

itself, in order to derive which farms are infected and 

which one could be so. The availability of this latter 

information allows to feed the existing methods for the 

analysis of the diffusion of the disease among farms 

such as, for instance, the risk based culling. The 

proposed solution cuts the number of head of cattle on 

which has to be launched the campaign of visits, that 
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otherwise should be extended to all the livestock which 

has undergone movements in the period of time 

elapsed from the visit of the head turned out to be sick 

and the previous visit, in which the same animal was 

healthy.  

 

 
Figure 9. The potentially infected farms  

 

 
Figure 10. The outcome of the CHECK algorithm against the example dataset 

The happy notes learned through the experience 

The implementation in SECONDO of the algorithm 

CHECK has been accomplished in terms of eight SQL 

queries of low difficulty. The realization effort has to 

be considered, therefore, within the reach of anyone 

who wants to repeat of his own a solution such as that 

reported in this paper. Incomparably bigger is the entity 

of the effort if one decides to adopt as enabling 

technology one of the RDBMS today available on the 

marketplace (e.g.: IBM-DB2/SE, Oracle Spatial, or 

PostgreSQL/PostGIS) and this for the lack in those 

software of a native data type suitable to model moving 

points and, consequently, of operators that operate on 

those complex objects ([3] discusses this issue in 

detail). 

Without such a native support, the implementation 

of the algorithm CHECK binds us to develop, in 

advance, ad hoc operators (such as, for example, passes 

used in Query 5) with a global effort definitely higher, 

besides the risk of producing a software of lower 

reliability. 

The painful notes learned through the experience 

So far, SECONDO cannot be considered a stable 

technology to put into practice in real contexts. This 

system, to the authors' own admission, it is now 

recommended especially in the scientific context 

mainly for testing new methods and algorithms.  

To reach a satisfactory command in the use of 

SECONDO, it requires a period of start-up absent if 

one remains with the relational DBMSs today largely 

part of most corporate assets. 
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APPENDIX 

This section collects a summary of the SECONDO 

scripts devoted to create the database, its tables and 

load them with the example dataset. 

# DB creation and opening 

create database MODAT;  

# Moving Objects Database for Animal Traceability 

open database MODAT;   
 

# Tables creation 

sql CREATE TABLE animalBatch COLUMNS [BatchID: string, 

Species: string, HeadNumber: int ] 

sql CREATE TABLE parkingArea COLUMNS [PAID: string, Name: 

string, City: string, Type: string, FarmerID: string, Position: 

point, Layout: region ]  

sql CREATE TABLE farmer COLUMNS [FarmerID: string, Name: 

string ]  

sql CREATE TABLE visit COLUMNS [BatchID: string, VisitDate: 

instant, Result: string, Diagnosis: string, PAID: string] 
 

# Tables loading (partial) 
 

# Animal batch (1 of 20) 

sql insert into animalBatch values ["L01", “Bovina chianina”, 30] 
 

# Parking area 

sql insert into parkingArea values [“AS01”, “Cerullo s. r. l.”, 

”Montoro Superiore”, ”Meeting point”, ”ALL02”, 

[const, point, value, [14.7949, 40.8512]], 

[const, region, value, [[[ 

[14.79435 , 40.85105], [14.79505, 40.85090], 

[14.79590 , 40.85100], [14.79590, 40.85150], 

[14.79545 , 40.85195], [14.79480, 40.85165], 

[14.79435 , 40.85165]]]]] ]  
 

# Farmer (1 of 8) 

sql insert into farmer values [“ALL01”, “Mario Bramieri”] 
 
# Visit (1 of 11) 

sql insert into visit values [”L01”, theInstant (2011,07,2,11,00), 

”Regolare”, ” Healthy”, ”AS15”] 
 

# Trip creation and loading 
The creation and the loading of the table trip require 

several steps. The reader interested to know the details 

may refer to the Appendix in [3]. 
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